WORKPLACE

®

Quick Start
Workshop

Engage every individual in building more
effective relationships at work.
Everything DiSC
Workplace® is a
personalized
classroom learning
experience that can
benefit every person in
the organization—
regardless of title or position—in building
more effective relationships at work.
This application teaches participants to understand
themselves and others while learning to appreciate
different priorities, preferences, and values each individual
brings to the workplace. With personalized insights and
actionable strategies, participants learn how to adapt to
the style of others, ultimately improving engagement,
collaboration, and the overall quality of the workplace.

The Everything DiSC Workplace
Profile focuses on:
•
•
•
•

Discovering your DiSC® style
Understanding the styles of others
Building more effective relationships
Exploring People-Reading and
Comparison Reports

The Profile
The Everything DiSC Workplace Profile provides
participants with valuable insights that unlock
engagement and inspire effective collaboration. In
this personalized, 20-page profile, participants will
explore the priorities that drive their behavior, learn what
comes naturally and what might be challenging when
interacting with others, and gain actionable strategies to
strengthen their interpersonal interactions at all levels
in the workplace.
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Learn about the DiSC model and the Everything DiSC Workplace
Map; Identify your style and explore your priorities at work
Discover the similarities and differences among the DiSC styles.
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MODULE 1: DISCOVERING YOUR DiSC® STYLE
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Half-Day Workshop Details
ATTENDEES: 5-15 participants
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MODULE 2: UNDERSTANDING OTHER STYLES

Learn how others have bridged their differences using DiSC;
Practice using DiSC to build more effective relationships at work;
Write an action plan for building more effective relationships.

MODULE 4: PEOPLE READING & COMPARISON REPORTS
Learn a method called people reading; Develop skills in recognizing
people’s DiSC® styles based on their behavioral cues; Learn about
the Everything DiSC Comparison Report and how it can help
people improve their relationships with others.
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MODULE 3: BUILDING MORE EFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
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Discover your reactions to different DiSC® styles; Identify what
works for you and what challenges you when working with each
style; Use the DiSC model to understand the people you work with.
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Learner Take-Aways
Personalized Everything DiSC Workplace Profile

COST: $3,900 (including Catalyst's travel expenses)

The Follow-Up Tools
Comparison Reports
Inspire effective collaboration with Comparison Reports.
Any two participants can explore their similarities and
differences, potential challenges in working together, and
practical tips for improving their working relationship.
Team View

Everything DiSC Workplace Style Index

With no limit to the number of participants included, this
report gives you an at-a-glance view of a group of
participants and their individual Everything DiSC maps.
MyEverythingDiSC
Extend the learning experience with our mobile-friendly,
interactive learning portal that gives participants unlimited
access to on-demand insights about DiSC and strategies
for applying DiSC to real work situations.

Everything DiSC Workplace Style Guide

